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Online social networking is one of the important topics for information systems. In recent
years, this is growing rapidly as an information service and now it is possible to communicate with
partners who have never met through SNS. This has the advantage that you can broaden human
relationships and deepen knowledge, while communicating with the partner whose identity has not
been established, even if the partner does not feel like it There is also a disadvantage that it thinks
that there is some risk.
One way to alleviate the psychological problem is to use an avatar.Avatar is suited for appealing
feelings intuitively as its own branch and is used in various web communities and online games.
However, when communicating with a partner whose identity is not established, it is particularly
important whether the partner can be trusted, and it tends to be greatly inuenced by the rst
impression, the expression, and the contents of the conversation.
Therefore, in this research, we aimed to investigate how we can motivate conversation in conversa-
tion with an unrecognizable person by reecting facial expression to avatar in real time. Especially
It is aimed at considering by emphasizing how motivation to conversation is done by using avatar
with high ctionality.
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2.1 Communication in 3D-MUD (Multi User Dungeon):Encoding
and Decoding of Emotion by Avatar's Facial Expression
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